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Abstract: Stoichiometric silicon carbide (SiC) thin films were grown using thermal chemical vapor
deposition (TCVD) from the single source precursor 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane (TSCH) on c-Si (100)
substrates within an optimized substrate temperature window ranging from 650 to 850 ◦ C. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses
revealed that the as-deposited films consisted of a Si-C matrix with a Si:C ratio of ~1:1. FTIR and
photoluminescence (PL) spectrometry studies showed that films deposited ≥ 750 ◦ C were defect- and
H-free within the detection limit of the techniques used, while ellipsometry measurements yielded
an as-grown SiC average refractive index of ~2.7, consistent with the reference value for the 3C-SiC
phase. The exceptional quality of the films appears sufficient to overcome limitations associated
with structural defects ranging from failure in high voltage, high temperature electronics to 2-D film
growth. TSCH, a liquid at room temperature with good structural stability during transport and
handling as well as high vapor pressure (~10 torr at 25 ◦ C), provides a viable single source precursor
for the growth of stoichiometric SiC without the need for post-deposition thermal treatment.
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1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiC) thin films are currently the subject of an intense revival in research
and development activities for potential use in diverse emerging technological applications [1,2]. This renewed interest is driven by silicon carbide’s many attractive properties,
including excellent mechanical hardness and chemical inertness, which make it an ideal
protective coating in applications that require operating at elevated temperatures, in highly
corrosive environments, and/or under severe mechanical stress [3–5]. SiC films also serve
as the host matrix in three exciting new areas of technical innovation. In power electronics,
SiC enables the fabrication of high-voltage, high-current devices that can be operated at elevated temperatures [6–8]; SiC is also increasingly used in micro-electro-mechanical-systems
(MEMS) due to its higher thermal conductivity, higher voltage power, and higher breakdown voltage compared to Si [3]; In nanophotonics, quantum and nonlinear photonics
technologies exploit a wide array of SiC properties, including high refractive index, strong
second- and third-order optical nonlinearity, and a broad ultra-violet-to-mid-infrared transparency window [9–12]. For these reasons, SiC also acts as a base platform for a number of
optically addressable spin qubits [13].
SiC thin films also constitute key building blocks in optical, optoelectronic, and electronic systems, including photoluminescent devices, due to their wide band gap and
elevated electrical breakdown voltage [14–17]. They also act as excellent passivation and
encapsulation layers and/or diffusion and permeation barriers in integrated circuitry (IC)
and solar cells—including crystalline Si-based heterojunction solar cells—as well as lightemitting devices (LEDs), organic LEDs (OLEDs), and myriad other planar optical systems
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and optical waveguides [17–20]. Additionally, among recently emerging applications,
it is worth nothing that SiC and transition metal oxide thin films are being studied as
prospective contenders for incorporation in electronic synapse devices for neuromorphic
computing applications [21,22].
Despite their potential for the purposes discussed above, significant challenges must
still be overcome in order to extend the use of SiC thin films to emerging industrial
applications. The absence of practical, economic paths to high quality silicon carbide
substrates, particularly thin film substrates, have inhibited commercialization [23]. Defects
in thin films and deposition conditions for the formation of the thin films are primary
obstacles. For example, traditional SiC chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes rely on
the high temperature reaction of hydride- or halo-silane precursors such as SiH4 , Si2 H6 ,
and SiCl4 with carbon-containing precursors such as CHCl3 , C3 H4 , C2 H2 , and CCl4 . The
inherent challenges associated with such chemistries are well documented, and include
their pyrophoric and corrosive nature, numerous environmental, health, and safety issues,
the incorporation of high levels of H into the resulting SiC films, and the need for postdeposition annealing to achieve the desired SiC film specifications. However, it is highly
desirable for good quality SiC to possess minimal levels of two distinct types of H defect:
(i) substitutional bonding of H to Si, which prevents a 1:1 Si:C stoichiometry, and (ii) H
dopant (including interstitial H) [24,25].
Efforts that have been made to address these challenges include using plasma-assisted
atomic layer deposition (PA-ALD) of 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane (TSCH) at temperatures below
600 ◦ C [26], applying ultra-violet light treatment to selectively remove specific precursor
ligands and attachments from a Si, C, and H-containing precursor to realize molecular
layer deposition [27], and employing remote plasma processes to form plasma effluents
that generate a flowable layer of a 1,3,5-trisilapentane-type precursor on a substrate [26,27].
However, all of these methods failed to deposit stoichiometric SiC, instead yielding films
consisting of Si-C-H network arrangements with different ratios of Si to C, varying H
contents, and significant defect densities.
It is therefore desirable to provide a thermal (non-plasma based) CVD technique that
overcomes the drawbacks of the deposition methods listed above by forming high-quality,
stoichiometric SiC thin films with negligible as-deposited defects and H content while
simultaneously eliminating the issues associated with current Si and C source precursors. To
this end, this report focuses on the development and optimization of a TCVD process from
the single source precursor 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane (TSCH, C3 H12 Si3 ), a silahydrocarbon
in which every C atom is bonded to two Si atoms, with each Si atom being additionally
bonded to two H atoms. The bond structure and energies associated with H atoms in this
silahydrocarbon precursor suggest the potential for two distinct decomposition processes:
(i) an elimination reaction in which a Si-C double bond structure “silene” is formed, and (ii)
loss of H from Si, forming a “silylene”. Both of these processes are shown schematically
below (Scheme 1):
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Scheme 1. Potential decomposition processes of the single source precursor 1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane
(TSCH, C3 H12 Si3 ). Top: An elimination reaction in which a Si-C double bond structure “silene” is
formed. Bottom: Loss of H from Si, forming a “silylene”.

The end result is a stoichiometric, as-deposited SiC thin films with no H inclusion. Importantly, this ability to form H-free SiC films will eliminate the need for high-temperature
post-deposition annealing to remove H.
The compositional and optical properties of the as-deposited SiC films were analyzed
using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), spectroscopic
ellipsometry, and photoluminescence (PL) in the visible optical spectrum. The results are
summarized and discussed below.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Precursor Synthesis
The reader is cautioned that pyrophoric starting materials and byproducts are present
in this synthetic procedure. All equipment was acid washed and dried at 125 ◦ C before
assembly. A 4-neck 5 L flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer, pot thermometer, heating
mantle, vapor phase argon inlet with shut-off valve, and Vigreux column mounted with
a short-path distillation head was connected to a 1 L 3-neck receiving flask in a cooling
bath. The receiving flask was mounted with a dry-ice condenser and a 3-way valve leading
alternately to a vacuum pump and an argon bubbler. 800 g of hexaethoxytrisilacyclohexane
was then loaded into the flask. Vacuum was then applied to the system (1 torr), which was
subsequently vented to atmospheric pressure with argon. After ensuring that there were
no vacuum leaks, the procedure was repeated. A slow argon purge was flowed through the
reaction flask and exited through the argon bubbler. The reaction flask was then warmed
to 40 ◦ C. Next, 1805 g of diisobutylaluminum hydride was added to the stirred flask over
2.5 h while maintaining the pot temperature below 55 ◦ C.
After the addition was complete, the mixture was stirred for an additional 45 min at
◦
50 C. The argon sparge was then halted, and a short-path distillation was initiated after
charging dry-ice to the receiving flask condenser and cooling the receiving flask to ~0 ◦ C (the
reader should be warned that the resulting product freezes at ~−10 ◦ C, and that overcooling
can lead to orifice blockage). A vacuum of 2 torr was applied while maintaining the pot
temperature at 55 ◦ C for 8 h and collecting crude TSCH in the receiving flask. The system
was then allowed to cool and vented again with argon. The receiving flask containing the
TSCH crude product was removed from the reaction train and the TSCH crude product
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was redistilled through a 0.3-m Raschig ring packed column with a distillation head. As
a result, 230 g of TSCH was collected at a boiling point of 71–74 ◦ C at 75 torr. The final
product was >98% pure, as measured by gas chromatography (selected properties of TSCH
are presented in Table 1). TSCH is flammable but not pyrophoric. It generates hydrogen
in contact with bases and platinum. Separately, in order to lessen the hazard inherent
in the reaction byproducts, a 1 L 3-neck flask was reconnected to the reaction train as
previously described. 2500 g of sec-butanol was added at a rate ensuring that the pot
temperature remained below 35 ◦ C in order to neutralize any excess diisobutylaluminum
hydride reactant as well as the diisobutylaluminum ethoxide byproduct. The resulting
isobutane was vented in diluted form through the argon bubbler. It should be noted that
the precursor synthetic method can also be employed to synthesize other silahydrocarbons,
such as 1,3,5,7-tetrasilanonane and 1,3,5-trisilapentane.
Table 1. Pertinent properties of Trisilacyclohexane (TSCH).
Property

Value

Chemical Structure

Molecular Formula
Molecular Weight (g)
Melting Point (◦ C)
Boiling Point (◦ C)
Density (g/cm3 ), 20 ◦ C
Vapor Pressure (torr), 35 ◦ C
Heat of Vaporization (kJ/mole)
Refractive Index, nD , 20 ◦ C
FTIR
1 HNMR (CDCl )
3
Flash Point, (◦ C)

C3 H12 Si3
132.38
−10
136@760 torr
0.9001
~10 torr
43.2
1.5059
2130 cm−1 , Si-H, very strong
1 HNMR(CDCl ): 0.01(m, 6H), 4.09(m, 6H)
3
11

2.2. Thermal CVD Processing Conditions
A custom-made hot-wall CVD system equipped with a quartz tube reactor and a
turbopump manifold was employed for TCVD process development and optimization. All
depositions were performed on c-Si(100) substrates and double-polished intrinsic silicon for
infrared studies. The substrates were pre-cleaned with acetone and isopropanol (IPA), in
that order, and were then rinsed with deionized (DI) water prior to loading into the reactor.
The substrates were then loaded in the reactor and subjected to a pre-deposition heat
treatment in an argon (Ar) atmosphere. The TSCH precursor was loaded into a specialized
bubbler which was connected to the CVD system and heated to 50 ◦ C. All delivery lines
were also heated to 90 ◦ C to prevent precursor condensation prior to entering the reaction
chamber. Ar was employed as the diluent gas.
Process development and optimization for TCVD SiC from the single source precursor TSCH was carried out using a design-of-experiments (DOE) approach, wherein
a systematic set of deposition experiments (listed in Table 2) were conducted to identify optimum processing conditions for the growth of stoichiometric SiC thin films with
negligible as-deposited defect and H densities. The source precursor 1,1,3,3-tetramethyl1,3-disilacyclobutane (TMDSB; C6 H16 Si2 ) was additionally employed as a baseline in order
to compare the optical properties of the resulting SiC films with their counterparts derived
from TSCH. TMDSB was selected because it is also a single source precursor and has been
extensively tested in recent studies of the growth of SiC films and nanophotonic structures.
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Table 2. Design of experiments (DOE) processing parameters for TCVD SiC.

Run

Precursor Source
Temperature (◦ C)

1

50 ◦ C

2
3
4
5
6
7

◦C

50
50 ◦ C
50 ◦ C
50 ◦ C
50 ◦ C
50 ◦ C

8

50 ◦ C

9
10
11
12

◦C

50
50 ◦ C
50 ◦ C
50 ◦ C

Precursor
TMDSB
(for comparison)
TSCH
TSCH
TSCH
TSCH
TSCH
TSCH
TMDSB
(for comparison)
TSCH
TSCH
TSCH
TSCH

Precursor Flow
Rate (sccm)

Substrate
Temperature
(◦ C)

Pressure (torr)

Ar Dilution
Gas Flow Rate
(sccm)

10

800

1

400

1
1
1
1
1
1

400
450
500
550
600
650

1
1
1
1
0.2
0.2

200
200
200
200
200
200

10

800

1.5

400

1
1
1
1

700
750
800
850

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

200
200
200
200

3. Analytical Techniques
For spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), film thickness was determined using a Woollam
RC2 dual rotating compensator ellipsometer capable of measurements in the wavelength
range from 250 to 1000 nm at an incident angle of 75◦ . A structure consisting of three layers—
namely, ambient (air), one layer (SiC), and substrate (c-Si)—was utilized to simulate the
optical functions (refractive index n, extinction coefficient k) of the thin films using the data
acquired from the SE measurements.
For photoluminescence (PL) studies, steady-state PL measurements were recorded
using a continuous Xe arc lamp for excitation in a fluorescence spectrometer (FLSP920 Edinburgh Instruments, Edinburgh Instruments, Livingston, UK). Spectra were corrected for
the detector’s response variation with wavelength. The various bonding configurations in
the samples were investigated by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses
in the infrared range of 400–4000 cm−1 with a resolution of 8 cm−1 . Spectra were collected
using a Nicolet iS50 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). After baseline
subtraction, all spectra were corrected for variations in film thickness. Additionally, the
surface roughness was determined via atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Bruker
Dimension Icon system (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) in contact mode with a tip radius of
2 nm. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out with a PHI Quantera Hybrid
system (Physical Electronics, Chanhassen, MI, USA), with Al K-alpha source directed with
a 23◦ acceptance angle and 45◦ take-off angle. Film composition analysis was performed
with an Ar ion gun at 3 keV, 3 mm × 3 mm raster, and ~3 nm/min sputter rate. Depth
profile and binding energy spectra analysis was completed using PHI Multi Pack software
(Physical Electronics, Chanhassen, MI, USA).
TSCH vapor pressure was determined using a pressure-cell differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) system consisting of a TA Instruments Pressure DSC 2 5P instrument
(TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) with Tzero Hermetic Pinhole (75 µm) Lids. The
sample size was 2–5 mg and the ramp rate was set at 15 ◦ C/min.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Precursor Selection
In addition to its advantageous chemical structure and bonding configuration—including
a 1:1 Si:C ratio and high vapor pressure, as shown in Figure 1—1,3,5-trisilacyclohexane (TSCH,
C3 H12 Si3 ) was chosen because it can be synthesized in high volume and exceptional purity
from readily accessible base reagents (as described in Section 2.1 above), a characteristic that is
particularly beneficial for efforts to incorporate TSCH into large scale industrial manufacturing.
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Figure 1. TSCH vapor pressure data acquired from DSC measurements. The experimental data were
fitted to an Antoine Equation over the range of 0.14 to 760 torr.

4.2. XPS Analysis
Si, C, and O concentrations versus penetration depth were examined in the asdeposited SiC films using XPS depth profile analyses. A representative depth profile
for as-deposited SiC films grown at substrate temperatures of 850 ◦ C is shown in Figure 2.
The analyses demonstrated a Si-to-C ratio of 1:1, indicating that the as-deposited SiC films
are indeed stoichiometric. O was below the detection limits of XPS in the as-deposited
films. The high-resolution XPS spectrum for Si2p binding energy is displayed in Figure 3a
for SiC films deposited at 850 ◦ C: the Si2p peak location at 100.3 eV [28] corresponds to a
Si-C bonding configuration, further confirming the existence of the SiC phase. Additionally,
the absence of any XPS binding energy peaks at 99 eV and ~101.5 eV excludes the existence
of Si-Si and Si-C-O bonds [28], respectively, further supporting the findings from the XPS
depth profile analysis regarding the absence of C and O contamination. These findings
are further confirmed by the high-resolution XPS spectrum for the O1s binding energy as
displayed in Figure 3b, which shows that O concentrations in the as-deposited SiC films
were below the detection limit of XPS.

Figure 2. Representative XPS profile of Si and C concentrations versus penetration depth in SiC films
deposited at 850 ◦ C.
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Figure 3. Representative high-resolution XPS spectra of: (a) Si2p binding energy for SiC films
deposited at 850 ◦ C, corresponding to stoichiometric Si:C; and (b) O1s binding energy for SiC films
deposited at 850 ◦ C, indicating the absence of any O contamination.

4.3. FTIR Analysis
Figure 4 shows the representative normalized absorbance coefficient for the TSCHderived SiC thin film deposited at 850 ◦ C. The absorption band in the range of 500–1200 cm−1
reveals a single component attributed to the Si-C transverse optical (TO) stretching mode at
~791 cm−1 . FTIR studies of the TSCH-grown SiC films were supplemented with measurements of the post-annealed SiC films generated from TMDSB at 1100 ◦ C. The as-deposited
TSCH-derived SiC films exhibit a higher degree of crystallinity than the post-annealed SiC
films generated from TMDSB. More specifically, the SiC films have a FWHM of ~63 cm−1 —
comparable to values for high-quality SiC films grown by other single source precursors [14].

Figure 4. FTIR-normalized absorbance coefficient for as-deposited SiC films using TSCH as the Si
precursor compared to post-annealed SiC films grown using TMDSB.
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Figure 5 plots the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and peak positions of the
main stretching Si–C absorption band as a function of deposition temperature. The profiles
indicate decreasing FWHM values with increasing substrate temperature. This decrease is
accompanied by a shift in peak position to shorter wavelengths (“blue shift”). Both trends
imply an increased level of crystallinity in the as-deposited SiC films with rising substrate
temperature—an expected result that can be attributed to the availability of greater thermal
energy with higher substrate temperature, enabling the nucleation, coalescence, and growth
of larger and more ordered SiC grains. For comparison, Figure 5 also includes the FWHM
for SiC films grown using TMDSB as a source precursor at a substrate temperature of
800 ◦ C. The SiC films grown from TMDSB exhibit smaller grain size (and therefore larger
grain boundary density) than all their counterparts deposited using TSCH, regardless of
substrate temperature.

Figure 5. FTIR FWHM and peak position of the main stretching transverse optical (TO) Si–C
absorption band as a function of deposition temperature for as-deposited TSCH-derived SiC films.
The FWHM for SiC films grown using TMDSB as the source precursor at a substrate temperature of
800 ◦ C is included for comparison (data point in green).

To better understand hydrogen inclusion, Figure 6a depicts the FTIR spectra for asdeposited SiC samples grown from TSCH at 650 ◦ C, 700 ◦ C, and 800 ◦ C in the expanded
wavelength range of 500 to 3000 cm−1 . The FTIR spectra show: (i) a single, highly intense
absorption peak around 800 cm−1 corresponding to the Si-C stretching mode in crystalline
SiC; (ii) an extremely weak absorption around 2090 cm−1 corresponding to the Si-H stretching mode for the sample grown at 650 ◦ C. The Si-H absorption band is reduced below
background signal for the samples deposited ≥ 800 ◦ C, indicating that H is below the
detection limits of FTIR in these samples, as shown in Figure 6b. The ratio of the Si-H to
the Si-C bond absorption densities for the as-deposited SiC samples grown from TSCH at
650 ◦ C was ~0.04; the ratio was reduced to less than zero for the samples grown at 800 ◦ C,
indicating the absence of H within the detection limits of FTIR.
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Figure 6. (a) FTIR-normalized absorbance coefficient for as-deposited SiC films grown from TSCH
at three different deposition temperatures (650 ◦ C, 700 ◦ C, and 800 ◦ C); (b) section around the
stretching transverse optical Si–H absorption located at 2090 cm−1 , enlarged to better capture relative
Si-H peak size.

4.4. Ellipsometry Analysis
Ellipsometry was employed to measure the thickness of as-deposited SiC films grown
from TSCH as a function of substrate temperature to determine growth rate versus substrate
temperature. Figure 7 shows the growth rate as a function of deposition temperature at 0.2 torr
working pressure. As can clearly be seen, 650 ◦ C was the lowest temperature to yield SiC
deposition within the process window investigated, and the growth rate dropped by an order
of magnitude with every 50◦ drop below 750 ◦ C. The highest growth rate, observed at 850 ◦ C,
was ~2.2 nm/s. This result is anticipated and can be ascribed to the availability of greater
thermal energy with higher substrate temperature, thus allowing an increased precursor
reaction rate and, therefore, a higher growth rate. It should be noted that the processing
parameters within this deposition regime were designed to enable precise thickness control
for near-zero thickness SiC films, as supported by the growth rate data.

Figure 7. Growth rate as a function of deposition temperature for SiC films produced via TSCH at
0.2 torr working pressure.

Ellipsometry was also employed to measure the refractive index (n) and absorption
coefficient (α) values for as-deposited SiC films from TSCH at 500 nm wavelength as a
function of substrate temperature. As can be seen in Figure 8, the SiC refractive index n
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varied between 2.9 and 2.7 for all deposition temperatures, which is consistent with the
reference value for 3C-SiC (2.7). This finding supports the XPS and FTIR results in terms of
the existence of a stoichiometric SiC phase. Furthermore, a comparison of the normalized
absorption coefficient, α, for as-deposited SiC grown from TSCH at 650 ◦ C versus the
TMDSB-derived SiC sample deposited at 800 ◦ C is shown in Figure 9. The TSCH-derived
SiC film shows a drastic decrease in sub-E04 optical gap absorption (E04 : energy where
α is 104 cm−1 ), in stark contrast to the TMDSB-derived SiC sample, which exhibits high
absorption. This behavior clearly demonstrates a significantly lower defect density for SiC
grown at 650 ◦ C from TSCH compared to the SiC sample grown from TMDSB.

Figure 8. Refractive index (n) and absorption coefficient (α) values for as-deposited TSCH-derived
SiC films versus substrate temperature at a wavelength of 500 nm, as determined by ellipsometry.

Figure 9. Normalized absorption coefficients for SiC grown at 650 ◦ C from TSCH versus SiC deposited
from TMDSB at 800 ◦ C, as determined by ellipsometry.

4.5. Photoluminescence Analysis
Figure 10 compares the PL behavior of as-deposited SiC films grown at 800 ◦ C utilizing
TSCH and TMDSB precursors. As can be seen in the figure, the TSCH SiC exhibited almost
no visible defect-induced PL in the wavelength range from 350 nm to 600 nm. In contrast,
the as-deposited TMDSB SiC sample produced defect-related visible PL, which may be
partially attributed to structural and compositional disorder [29,30]. In this context, the
FTIR studies highlight that the degree of bond angle disorder (FWHM) is higher for the
800 ◦ C-deposited TMDSB SiC samples. Furthermore, this finding supports the ellipsometry
results in terms of the absence of any such defects in the TSCH SiC films, in contrast to
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the TMDSB SiC samples, as evidenced by the substantially higher sub-E04 optical gap
absorption observed in the TMDSB samples.

Figure 10. Photoluminescence (PL) measurements for as-deposited SiC films generated using TSCH
versus SiC films deposited using TMDSB.

4.6. Atomic Force Microscopy
Figure 11 presents an atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph for as-deposited
SiC films grown at 650 ◦ C from TSCH. The mean surface roughness (rms) was determined
to be ~0.3 Å, comparable to that of a polished Si wafer [14].

Figure 11. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of as-deposited SiC films grown from TSCH
at a 650 ◦ C substrate temperature.

4.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy
Figure 12 exhibits scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs for as-deposited SiC
films grown from TSCH at: (a) 650 ◦ C, (b) 700 ◦ C, and (c) 800 ◦ C. The mean surface roughness
(rms) was determined to increase from 0.3 nm to 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm for the samples grown at
650 ◦ C, 700 ◦ C, and 800 ◦ C, respectively. As argued earlier, this is an expected result that can
be attributed to the availability of greater thermal energy with higher substrate temperature,
enabling the nucleation, coalescence, and growth of larger SiC grains and, therefore, leading
to higher rms surface roughness with increased substrate temperature.
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Figure 12. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs for as-deposited SiC films grown from
TSCH at: (a) 650 ◦ C, (b) 700 ◦ C, and (c) 800 ◦ C.

5. Conclusions
We conducted a design of experiment (DOE) study to explore thermal chemical vapor deposition (TCVD) of SiC thin films grown from the single source precursor 1,3,5trisilacyclohexane (TSCH, onto c-Si (100) substrates. The as-deposited SiC films were analyzed
by FTIR, XPS, spectroscopic ellipsometry, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and photoluminescence (PL) in the visible spectrum. Findings were compared to those for the TCVD of
SiC films grown from the source precursor 1,1,3,3-tetramethyl-1,3-disilacyclobutane (TMDSB;
C6 H16 Si2 ). TMDSB was selected here because it has been extensively tested by the current
investigators for the growth of SiC films as a host matrix for photoluminescence studies in
erbium-doped SiC (SiC:Er). The current study led to the identification of an optimized process
window for the formation of stoichiometric silicon carbide (SiC) thin films from TSCH without
the need for post-deposition annealing within a substrate temperature window of 650◦ to
850 ◦ C. Hydrogen content was below the detection limits of FTIR for as-deposited SiC films
grown from TSCH at substrate temperatures above 750 ◦ C. To achieve similar results for SiC
films grown using TMDSB, annealing at 1100 ◦ C was required.
In contrast to the SiC films grown from TMDSB, the as-deposited SiC samples grown
using TSCH did not demonstrate any defect-induced PL and exhibited a drastic decrease in
absorption in the visible range. Importantly, these findings suggest that the as-deposited SiC
samples grown using TSCH are both hydrogen- and defect-free within the detection limits of
the analytical techniques used, and could therefore serve as a more advantageous host matrix
for myriad optical and optoelectronic applications. It is worth noting that the process does
provide significant benefits in BEOL interconnect applications if the deposition can be further
reduced from 650 ◦ C to below 500 ◦ C. To this end, the authors plan to explore the addition of
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a non-hydrogenated direct or remote plasma to further activate the precursor decomposition
reaction and drive the deposition temperature below 500 ◦ C, while maintaining film quality.
Furthermore, the authors intend to study the growth of SiC on other substrates of interest for
possible applications in high temperature SiC devices.
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